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â€œThe stars donâ€™t hold our destiny, our destiny is what holds the stars.â€•Megan Riley has

always been all work and no play, a mindset that helped her become a successful defense attorney

in Portland. With a recognizable name, more money than she knew what to do with and an adoring

sister, her life looked like the picture of perfection. Yet all the money in the world couldnâ€™t rid

Megan of the idea that she was destined for something more. And it wouldnâ€™t solve the nagging

feelings she grappled with about her sexuality.Eccentric Olivia Ellis was an insecure and struggling

author trying to make ends meet. A big believer in destiny, she knew something waited just around

the corner for her.When Megan and Olivia meet by chance at a historic book store, they find

themselves eyeing the same unique book â€“ and each other. Neither could deny the instant

attraction they felt. After a magical night together, Megan finds herself a lot less confused about her

sexuality. Olivia, who struggled with her fears of commitment, decided if their meeting was

â€œwritten in the starsâ€•, theyâ€™d run into each other once more.Will fate bring Olivia and Megan

together again?A steamy contemporary lesbian romance novella with a HEA ending you're sure to

love!
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Review:Written Stars is Magnolia Robbins' debut novella. With only 86 pages, Robbins takes you on

a romantic journey through a snowstorm, hot chocolate, and a cozy fancy hotel. It's a romantic night

we all would love to experience.When I first started reading, I thought this novella would be all about

the night that Megan and Olivia meet, but it takes course over a year as a relationship between the

two of them develops.We have Megan, a lawyer, and Olivia, a writer, who meet one night in a

bookstore with a brewing snowstorm that leaves them stranded in their town. They are only able to

walk to the nearest hotel. With the passion of snow bringing them a magical evening, both of them

are left wondering if it is just a one night romance--until they are both in search of each other over

the next few days.What I love about the two of them meeting is that they don't exchange phone

numbers or social medias as would people today. Megan and Olivia are left retracing their steps and

wondering if fate and passion will bring the two of them together again. I mean, it worked the first

time, so why wouldn't it work again?While this was an easy read, I wish there were more details in

regards to the lives of Megan and Olivia. I felt like it wasn't necessary to have this as a novella, it

could have easily been a full length novel, with the proper descriptions and details added to

it.However, as a debut novel, this is a great starting point! Robbins creates this cute, fun-loving

romance between two strong, independent woman. She does add in some heartbreak as well, only

proving the point of how independent both women are. When Megan and Olivia both get the

opportunity of a lifetime, they have to make the decision over whether or not they could do long

distance to follow their dreams.This wasn't an unrealistic romance either, which can often happen in

this genre. It's plausible to have met someone in a bookstore and want to spend an evening with

them. It's the sort of authentic dating we all wish would still happen, instead of swiping left or right.If

you're looking for a quick, fun read, I would definitely suggest Written Stars. Can't wait to see what

else Magnolia Robbins has up her sleeve!

You could have killed me when she left! I cried so hard and hated you for like two seconds BUT I

kept reading. Then I cried again at the airport but it was happy tears. I can't remember ever falling in

love with a story and it's characters so fast. I was completely invested at the snow angels and so

very happy at the end. Thank you for sharing this wonderful book! It is a love I have only dreamed of

until I met my five of five years. Our story began on isle eight at Wal-Mart at 11:46pm. She was

cheesy and asked the time even tho she was wearing a watch. This story touched that perfect spot



in my heart. Again thank you

So this is the author's debut book and its a cute read. Its told from alternating points of views of

Megan and Olivia. It's not very in depth and points we mentioned and skimmed over that if furthee

explored and explained could have helped build depth and connection within the characters. But like

I mentioned not a bad debut. On top of that fairly error free and flowed well. Plus...free on kindle. I

look forward to the next one.

Oh my God, I'm in love with this book! To describe it in a few words, it was the cutest, sweetest,

most beautiful story I've ever read! I'm so glad I got an ARC of this amazing book and the chance to

read and review it!Olivia and Megan are the kind of characters you instantly fall in love with. Olivia

for her carefree attitude, while Megan for her straightforwardness!The writing style was pretty

awesome as well. So were the beautiful lines that preceded each of the chapters.I loved the endings

too, the main ending as well as the one in the epilogue!I'm glad I got to read this beautiful novella,

and I'm sure I'll be re-reading it many many times!

ienjoyedthe short story. it was entertaining and a giuck read for an afternoon . I look forward to more

books by this author.

Even though this is a new author, you really can't tell by me. I very much enjoyed her story and the

cadence. Looking forward to the next book!!

I was looking for a cute, short read and this didn't disappoint. I found both of the main characters to

be very sweet.

A fantastic story of loss love and Destiny. I really liked the way the two girls met and just clicked.

The way the just followed their dreams yet still found their way to each other was so romantic.
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